David Hollis’s Newly Released “The Mystery of the Iatt Lake Monster-Revealed!” Is a Riveting Story of the Author’s Firsthand Encounter With a Tribe of Cryptids

“The Mystery of the Iatt Lake Monster-Revealed!: Squatchland - The Dartigo Creek Valley Project” from Christian Faith Publishing author David Hollis is a gripping narrative that delves into the author’s moments of discovering the Bigfoots.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) August 09, 2019 -- “The Mystery of the Iatt Lake Monster-Revealed!: Squatchland - The Dartigo Creek Valley Project”: an astounding read of the hidden world of Bigfoots that stems from the author meeting them. “The Mystery of the Iatt Lake Monster-Revealed!: Squatchland - The Dartigo Creek Valley Project” is the creation of published author David Hollis, a retail store manager, district manager, manager of sales operations, and general manager of sales for BellSouth Cellular Corporation.

Hollis shares, “In the least populated and most rural parish in Louisiana, David Hollis chooses to retreat from the world. After experiencing the deaths of two close family members, and then experiencing flooding, David decides to get away and experience nature to heal. That is when he discovers a tribe of Bigfoots.

“After initially having a violent encounter with them, David gains their respect and friendship. He communicates and interacts with them on a daily basis. David takes pictures of and reads the Bible to them daily, as they make camp on his land across the road from his house.

“David also takes us deep into the woods to an area that has three crooked creeks that wind, creating oxbows, swamps, islands, and marshes. Dammed by beavers, the three creeks merge into one and become a major tributary of Iatt Lake, which is surrounded by the Kisatchie National Forest; hence the title The Mystery of the Iatt Lake Monster—Revealed!

“David includes many photographs showing what looks to be upright walking creatures in varying scenes, mostly around water with beautiful swamp scenes showing cypress trees with Spanish moss and clean clear water. He takes us on his path through discovery, making friends, the discussion of the pictures, and what the author sees in them—leaving the door open for the future, as he has been having this experience every day.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, David Hollis’s new book is a scholarly dissertation that attests the curious cases surrounding the cryptid Bigfoot and their existence among the mundane world that only presents itself in rare moments.

This book also beholds pictures as solid evidence of Bigfoots amid the hustle and bustle of life.

View a synopsis of “The Mystery of the Iatt Lake Monster-Revealed!: Squatchland - The Dartigo Creek Valley Project” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “The Mystery of the Iatt Lake Monster-Revealed!: Squatchland - The Dartigo Creek Valley Project” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.
For additional information or inquiries about “The Mystery of the Iatt Lake Monster-Revealed!: Squatchland - The Dartigo Creek Valley Project,” contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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